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Design and performance of a laser-plasma-based compact
soft x-ray microscope

G. A. Johansson,a) A. Holmberg, H. M. Hertz, and M. Berglundb)

Biomedical and X-Ray Physics, Royal Institute of Technology/SCFAB, SE-10621 Stockholm, Sweden

~Received 26 October 2001; accepted for publication 29 November 2001!

We describe the design of a user-friendly compact water-window x-ray microscope. The microscope
is based on al53.37 nm liquid-jet-target laser-plasma source in combination with a
normal-incidence multilayer condenser mirror and high-resolution diffractive optics for the imaging.
With its high mechanical and thermal stability, the instrument demonstrates enhanced resolution and
potential for compact x-ray imaging with the quality of synchrotron-based microscopes.
Furthermore, a new sample handling system, computer control, and other improvements facilitate
application-oriented x-ray microscopy outside the synchrotron laboratory. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1445870#
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray microscopy in the water-window region (l
52.3– 4.4 nm) utilizes the natural contrast between wa
and carbon-based substances, e.g., proteins.1,2 This, in com-
bination with the possibility to study hydrated samples s
eral micrometers thick makes it an attractive technique
high-spatial-resolution imaging~typically 30 nm! of biologi-
cal samples. A common denominator of current operatio
x-ray microscopes is that they rely on a high-brilliance sy
chrotron radiation source. In the present article we desc
the design of a compact x-ray microscope with sufficie
stability, ease-of-use, and reliability to have the potentia
become a routine tool outside the synchrotron communit

Although x-ray microscopy was suggested not long a
Röntgen discovered the x rays it was the more recent de
opment of efficient x-ray optics1–3 and high-brightness syn
chrotron radiation sources2 that laid the practical foundation
for x-ray microscopy. Several different x-ray microsco
techniques, e.g., full-field transmission, scanning, and d
field, have been demonstrated.4,5 During the last decade
few microscopes worldwide have reached the stability, u
friendliness, and reliability to allow application-motivate
research. This has resulted in a rapidly increasing numbe
x-ray microscopy applications in biological, environment
and soil sciences, all motivated by the high-resolution im
ing capability of unstained thick hydrated objects, as well
in materials and surface science.4 Many of these applications
require careful sample preparation and parallel investigat
by several different instruments now available in the ap
cation scientists’ home laboratory. The impact of x-ray m
croscopy would be even larger should such microscope
easily accessible also inside the home laboratory. Howe
to date only a few attempts have been made to develop c
pact ~nonsynchrotron-based! water-window transmission
x-ray microscopes6–8 suitable for this. Only one concep
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~Ref. 8! has demonstrated suboptical spatial resolution w
reasonable exposure times. This instrument is based o
liquid-jet laser-plasma9 source in combination with
multilayer and diffractive x-ray optics.

In the present article we discuss the design of
application-oriented microscope based on the principles
Ref. 8. The major improvements are stability, ease-of-u
and reliability. The improved mechanical stability allow
long exposure times without thermal drift making this t
first compact microscope with potential for synchrotron-li
image quality, despite the lower flux of the laser-plasm
source. In addition, a higher resolution than previou
shown is demonstrated. Equally important for applicatio
oriented work are a user-friendly and reliable design allo
ing laypersons to operate the microscope and that m
samples may be imaged consecutively. For this purpose
microscope is computer controlled and a fast loading sys
has been developed, resulting in an approximate time o
min to load a sample and record an image. Below we
scribe the improved microscope and discuss its imag
properties.

II. MICROSCOPE DESIGN

The basic arrangement of the microscope is illustrated
Fig. 1. The light source is a regenerative droplet-target la
plasma x-ray source, which has been thoroughly describe
previous papers.9,10 Operating with ethanol as the target liq
uid results in strong line emission from highly ionized ca
bon and oxygen atoms in the water window. A spheri
multilayer mirror designed for normal-incidence reflectivi
at l53.37 nm serves as condenser optics.11 The multilayer
period of this mirror is designed to match the strong em
sion line~1s-2p in C VI! from carbon atl53.37 nm. Using
a 100 Hz Nd:YAG laser~Coherent Infinity! with 100 mJ/
pulse in 3 ns and operating atl5532 nm to excite the
plasma results in;1011 photons/(sr pulse) from this line
With a magnification of 1.83 and a source size of;25 mm
@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# this results in a rea-
sonably uniform illumination over the entire 20mm diameter
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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1194 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 3, March 2002 Johansson et al.
field of view. A nickel phase zone plate, with 30 nm oute
most zones and an absolute efficiency of 7.3% atl
53.37 nm, is located;500mm above the object plane. Thi
zone plate magnifies the image 10003 onto a thinned, back-
illuminated charge coupled device~CCD! camera~Photomet-
rics series 300 with a Site 003B chip!. With a pixel size of 24
mm, each pixel corresponds to 24 nm and the resolutio
therefore limited to;50 nm at this magnification. The ulti
mate resolution of the zone plate is;30 nm and can be
achieved by increasing the magnification. However, this w
increase the exposure time and reduce the field of view.

Below we discuss the design of a microscope based
the above arrangement for spatial stability, ease of use,
reliability. In addition, the alignment procedure for optim
microscope performance is described. First it should
noted that the microscope is vertically mounted, i.e., the
tical axis is vertical as in an ordinary optical microscope~cf.
Fig. 1!. This is different from synchrotron-based micr
scopes, which are limited to a horizontal axis due to
nature of the light source. Besides the benefit of followi
the concept of established techniques such as optical
electron microscopy, the vertical arrangement also rela
design requirements as regards gravity effects on the sam
The microscope is constructed on a 5 cmthick vertical alu-
minum bar on which three different vacuum modules, se
rated by vacuum valves, are mounted: one for the source
condenser, one where the sample and zone plate are loc
and finally one for the CCD detector. Each module
equipped with a turbodrag vacuum pump, a 500 l/s~Pfeiffer
TMH521! for the source and two 40 l/s~Pfeiffer THM071!
for the sample and the detector, respectively. This allows
venting of each module, which is especially important for t
sample module~see below!. The detector module is con
nected via flexible bellows to the sample module allowi

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement and photograph of the compact x
microscope.
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rapid change of magnification by raising or lowering t
CCD. The source/condenser module is equipped with a la
window and an x-ray sensitive diode to allow continuo
monitoring of the source performance. A central stop
mounted 2 cm above the plasma source. The purpose of
is to prevent direct plasma light from reaching the sam
and to block a central part of the zero-order radiation fro
the zone plate, thereby creating an image field. The c
denser mirror is positioned on a five-axis motorized sta
~New Focus, Picomotor 8321! approximately 260 mm below
the source. A shutter~Prontor, 50 mm!, positioned between
the condenser and the plasma, controls the exposure time
protects the mirror while not exposing.

In the present version of the microscope the sample
positioned in a combined sample/zone-plate holder
vacuum. Compared to methods used at synchrotron mi
scopes, where the sample is in air between thin vacuum w
dows, this gives a;200% gain in photon flux which is im-
portant when not using high-power synchrotron sourc
With the modular design the typical time to exchange
sample is only 5 min. The modular design is also very fle
ible and allows for future insertion of, e.g., a cryosamp
holder. Unfortunately the design of a future environmen
chamber for the sample is more complicated with this
proach. However, Kaznacheyevet al. have demonstrated
such chambers for use inside a vacuum.12

The sample/zone-plate holder is the key componen
the microscope. During exposure, the relative positions
the zone plate and the sample must be fixed within the re
lution, i.e., 30 nm. This is achieved with the design depic
in Fig. 2. The holder is positioned in the microscope with
three ball-bearing arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 2~b!.
With this design it is possible to remove and reposition
holder with a few micrometer accuracy. The holder can a
be inserted in an ordinary inverted microscope~Olympus
IMT-2! for alignment purposes. Here the sample~or a pin-
hole, see below! can be correctly aligned to the zone plate
the x, y, andz directions by computer-controlled picomoto
~New Focus!. The zone plate is inserted in the holder fro
above with a similar three-ball bearing arrangement and
sample holder from below, see Fig. 2. A few cm below t
object plane a thin metal filter is positioned~typically 300
nm of titanium!. This filter prevents scattered laser light fro

ay

FIG. 2. Photographs of the sample and zone plate holder.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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1195Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 3, March 2002 Laser-plasma x-ray microscope
reaching the CCD camera. It can be removed with a le
from outside for alignment purposes.

Below the alignment procedure of the microscope is
scribed. The laser-plasma light source in our microscope
fers from the beam-like synchrotron light source. With o
4p-steradian-emitting source, spatially defined only by
overlapping volume between the target material and
laser-beam focus, we have put extra effort into the desig
a straightforward alignment procedure. One factor adding
the simple alignment is the spherical normal-incidence c
denser mirror. This type of condenser was partly chosen
its good optical properties. Numerical simulations have in
cated an acceptable deviation of61 mm from the optical
axis before any significant aberrations occur.11 In order to
establish an optical axis, a small~50 mm! pinhole is posi-
tioned in the sample holder and aligned to the zone plat
the inverted microscope. After removing the zone plate,
holder is inserted in the x-ray microscope. By moving do
the CCD to a small magnification~2003! it is possible to
record an image of the entire condenser mirror. If the dire
light blocker~normally positioned 2 cm above the plasma
remove direct light from the plasma to reach the CCD! is
removed, reflected light from the mirror passing through
pinhole and direct light from the plasma could be record
simultaneously. In order to be aligned on the optical axis
direct light from the plasma should be positioned in the c
ter of the condenser image. This alignment procedure
somewhat tedious but, fortunately, not necessary to perf
unless the condenser mirror has been removed.

The focus of the condenser in thez direction, i.e., the
direction of the optical axis, is also aligned with the 50mm
pinhole. With the laser running at low power and the 300
Ti filter removed, the 532 nm laser light scattered from t
target material and reflected in the condenser can be use
this alignment. This is done in two ways. The pinhole and
size of the focused spot are viewed in a stereo microsc
~Nikon SMZ 2T! and the image of the mirror passin
through the pinhole is studied on a white screen 10 cm ab
the pinhole. With these two methods the focus can be fo
within 6500mm. This alignment procedure is also only ne
essary when the mirror has been removed.

Assuming that the above-discussed alignments h
been performed, recording of an image follows this sche
First the microscope is evacuated with a pinhole inserte
the object holder and no zone plate. The condenser is fi
tuned so the laser light reflected from it passes through
pinhole. When doing this, the thin metal filter is remove
This alignment procedure can often be omitted if the mic
scope holder has been used recently. After venting
sample compartment, the holder is removed and positio
in the inverted microscope. The zone plate and a sam
holder with several samples are inserted. One sample is
lected and aligned to the zone plate. The working dista
~between the sample and the zone plate! is correctly adjusted
using a length gauge~Heidenhain, MT 12B! mounted on the
inverted microscope. After reinsertion of the holder, the t
metal filter, and evacuation of the chamber the microscop
ready for imaging.

A fully automated system is desirable for ease-of-use
Downloaded 27 Dec 2004 to 130.237.35.30. Redistribution subject to AI
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the microscope user can focus on the application, not
running the instrument. For this purpose a LabVie
equipped computer controls most of the operation of the
croscope. We are continuously incorporating more and m
functions in a single program, which will finally control a
functions of the microscope. This would result in a ful
automated operation with only a few buttons for the differe
procedures, e.g., start, record image, vent sample cham
Such a system is important not only from the point of op
ability but also from an instrument protection aspect. P
forming procedures in the wrong order, when dealing w
fragile x-ray-optical components and different vacuum co
partments, may result in a disaster.

III. EXPERIMENTS

With the design and alignment procedures describ
above we have accomplished the building of a mechanic
rigid compact x-ray microscope with spatially stable illum
nation. We have performed tests where the illumination
spatially stable within the image field~20 mm! for several
days of operation. Such long-term stability is of outmost i
portance to allow application-oriented experiments. In t
section the overall performance of the microscope is dem
strated on different samples. All images are recorded w
10003 magnification.

A good test sample is the hyperbolic grating. Such
grating is designed to have a uniform distribution of spa
frequencies, which makes it perfect for evaluation of the i
aging properties of our system. Moreover, it can be trea
one-dimensionally, i.e., integration of several pixel rows c
be performed thereby increasing signal-to-noise ratio. S
grating has previously been used in x-ray microscopy
resolution evaluation.13 We have manufactured such gratin
in nickel with a nanolithography technique previously us
to manufacture x-ray optics.14 A radiation hardened trilaye
resist system with a plating base is prepared on a thin sili
membrane substrate. Subsequent steps of electron bea
thography, reactive ion etching, and electroplating then str
tures the final grating on the substrate. The size of the gra
is 10310mm with lines ranging from 0.5mm down to 30
nm. Figure 3 shows a 5 min exposure. Unfortunately,
silicon substrate on which the grating is made seems to
much thicker than the expected 170 nm. This results in a
transmission of x rays and, thus, a bad signal-to-noise ra

FIG. 3. A 5 min x-ray exposure of a 10310mm2 test grating.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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Clearly, with such large absorption unreasonably long ex
sure times are required with the compact x-ray microsco

Figure 4 shows a 5 min exposure image of a 100 n
period ~50% duty cycle! test grating made of gold on a sil
con substrate. The image shows excellent modulation
gives an indication of our resolution. However, reliab
quantitative determination of resolution requires knowled
of the height of the structures, a parameter that has not
been measured. It is nevertheless clear from these first
that the new microscope has an improved resolution and
proved signal-to-noise ratio compared to the previous v
sion of the microscope.

We have also imaged 80 nm colloidal gold particles d
tributed on a 50 nm thick silicon nitride window. Colloida
gold conjugated antibodies have important applications
markers for specific proteins, as demonstrated in elec
microscopy and now also in x-ray microscopy.15 Figure 5
shows a 5 min long x-ray microscope image~a! with a com-
parative scanning electron microscope image~b!. The pixel
size in the x-ray image is 24 nm and the average pho
number in each bright pixel is approximately 1000. This ph
ton number and corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is sim
to that of synchrotron-based x-ray microscopes. The cont
is still somewhat low, probably due to a scattered x-ray ba
ground. With background reduction and image process
techniques, we expect colloidal-gold-based protein-spec
biological imaging will be possible with the compact x-ra
microscope.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this article we have discussed the design and op
tion of an application-oriented, spatially stable, comp
x-ray microscope. This design has improved resolution
signal-to-noise ratio, thereby approaching synchrotron-
image quality albeit at 5 min exposure time~the typical ex-
posure times for synchrotron based instruments is;10 s!.
Although the microscope is operational at the present per

FIG. 4. A 5 min x-ray exposure of a grating with 50 nm structures.

FIG. 5. 80 nm gold spheres on silicon nitride imaged by compact x-
microscopy~a! and electron microscopy~b!.
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mance level, improvements are always welcome. Two of
most important improvements, shorter exposure time
lower operating wavelength, are discussed below.

Improved condenser mirror performance is projected
have the largest impact on the exposure time. The pre
mirror consists of 200 bilayers of W/B4C.11 The average
reflectivity atl53.37 nm is;0.5% on the 58 mm diamete
mirror, but in some areas the reflectivity is as high as 3
Measurements performed with our compact reflectomet16

have revealed that this is due to slight nonuniformity of t
mirror d spacing resulting in a small spectral mismatch w
our line-emitting fixed-wavelength source. Thus improv
fabrication techniques for uniformd spacing would result in
increased photon flux at the sample. Furthermore, recent
vances in Cr/Sc multilayer fabrication have demonstra
5.5% reflectivity at our operating wavelength.17 With a uni-
formly deposited Cr/Sc mirror we expect to gain a factor
10 in average reflectivity. In addition, the focusing propert
of the present condenser mirror fall below theoretical exp
tations. Only;15% of the reflected light is focused to th
expected spot of;30 mm. The reason for this is not fully
investigated yet but we believe it is due to a midspatial f
quency waviness in the substrate or the multilayers~flare!.
Improved deposition technology is expected to reduce
flare a factor of 2 to 3.

The most straightforward way to shorten exposure tim
is to increase the average laser power. However, this is
easily realized. The laser used today~Coherent, Infinity; 100
Hz and 10 Wl5532 nm! is one of the most powerful, com
mercially available Nd:YAG lasers with a pulse width,10
ns. New and more powerful laser designs are being de
oped in the growing field of extreme-ultraviolet~EUV!
lithography.18 Prototypes available today have demonstra
.500 W average laser power atl51064 nm and 2000 Hz.19

One such module would be likely to reduce our expos
times a factor of.10. Furthermore, recent experimen
matching target geometry with laser pulse width indicate
improvement in x-ray flux by a factor of 2 to 3. Thus,
summary, improvements in the condenser mirror and
source indicate that compact x-ray microscopy with expos
times of seconds should be possible in the future.

Future improvements of the sample handling include
corporating an environmental chamber to allow imaging
hydrated samples. Two 50 nm thick silicon nitride foils a
;5 mm of water will lower the transmission and increase t
exposure time approximately ten times. With the present p
formance of the microscope this leads to impractically lo
exposure times. One solution to this problem would be m
ing from the current operating wavelengthl53.37 nm tol
52.48 nm, where the transmission through water is mu
higher. This also allows imaging of thicker objects. We ha
previously demonstrated a debris-free x-ray source for
wavelength,20 and our ongoing collaboration with the De
partment of Physics, Linko¨ping University, Sweden21 is aim-
ing at the manufacture of condenser mirrors forl
52.48 nm. Another solution would be the incorporation o
cryosample holder in the x-ray microscope, following t
well-known cryotechnique for electron microscopy. With th
method it should be possible to image hydrated, sho

y
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frozen cells without the need of any foils. Several differe
approaches to cryo-x-ray microscopy on synchrotron-ba
instruments have been demonstrated.22,23

Given the attractive features in x-ray microscopy, su
as high resolution, intrinsic contrast, and the possibility
image thick, hydrated samples, and some of the impro
ments discussed above, a compact full-field transmiss
x-ray microscope has the potential to become one rou
tool among other tools in the application-oriented laborat
in the future.
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